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the jewel for the palate

A mix of precious ingredients for a taste explosion.  
The soft filling of white Alba truffle and Himalayan salt enclosed in a  

grand Cru chocolate praline from Ecuador. 
All enveloped in 23 Kt Klondike edible gold sheets.



A frequent thought turned in the mind of  
Stefano Camozzi, a whimsical chocolate maker from  

Lake Como. 
 

He chose the best and finest ingredients  
from around the world to create a  

Unique chocolate praline, G23. 
 

After months spent to find the best balance between the 
ingredient, on January 2017 G23  is launched on  

Italian market.  
At the end of the same year, thanks to the  

e-commerce website,  
G23  is ready to face the global market. 

how it is born 



Pink Himalayan salt,  
from the highest mountains in the world.

From the arduous woods in Piedmont,  
the delectable white Alba truffle.

Grand Cru cocoa of the most valued Ecuador 
plantations.

From the gold deposits in Klondike, 
sheets of 23 Kt pure gold.



Gran Cru Ecuador cocoa

The smooth, bitter-tasting paste extracted from the 
beans is the key ingredient in chocolate and one of 

this Andean country's claims to fame. 
Chocolate is deeply connected to the history of  
Ecuador, the world's largest exporter of cocoa. 
Due to its medicinal properties, cacao can be  

used as an anti-inflammatory, and it is  
also used to treat arthritis and swellings of  
the skin; for this effect, the pod is grated or  

scored when the cacao fruit is still tender and  
this is placed directly on the affected area. 



white Alba truffle

Truffles are!hypogean mushrooms!that grow and  
live from few centimetres to a meter under  

the level of ground. 
The so-called “trufolau” let their dogs, with  

masterly noses, off the leash from  
mid-September to December in the  

tree-lined valleys of!Langhe!and!Roero.  
The most profitable months are the autumn  

ones when truffles reach its maximum maturation.!



Himalayan salt

Pink Himalayan salt is a pink-colored salt extracted  
from the Khewra salt mine, one of the  

oldest and largest salt mines in the world. 
The pink Himalayan salt harvested from this  
mine has been formed millions of years ago  

from the evaporation of ancient bodies of water. 
The salt is hand-extracted and minimally  
processed to yield an unrefined product  

that's free of additives many other minerals  
and trace elements that are not found in  

regular table salt.



23 kt gold sheets

Is gold leaf edible? Yes. 
Gold is considered "biologically inert",  

meaning it passes through the digestive  
tract without being absorbed.  

To be considered edible, gold has to be  
as pure as possible. This means it  

should be 22-24 carats.  
Gold leaf with a smaller carat value has  
more impurities and is less safe to eat.



the 1 piece box



the 2  pieces box



the 10  pieces box



the 18  pieces box



boxes technicals

product dimensions (mm) 
H x W x D net weight Picee "

1 boule box 50 x 90 x 90 10 gr / 0,3 oz. 69

2 boules box 50 x 90 x 90 20 gr / 0,7 oz. 129

10 boules box 80 x 140 x 140 100 gr / 3,5 oz. 599

18 boules box 80 x 140 x 140 180 gr / 44 oz. 999



technicals

product ingredients

All the G23 products are mpanifactured by: 
PASTICCERIA MIGNON SNC di Camozzi S. & Ciminella M. G. 

Via Roncoroni 29, 22070, Lurate Caccivio, Como (CO), Italy (IT) 
www.pasticceriamignon.it

G23 boule 
(pcs 1, 2, 10, 18)

EXTERNAL BOULE:cocoa past, sugar, cocoa 
butter, whole MILK powder, emulsier: SOY 
lecithin.  
FILLING: sugar, oil vegetable (sunower, palm), 
whole MILK powder, LACTOSE, olive oil, 
Himalaya’s salt, natural avouring, emulsier: 
SOY lecithin, couloring: E171, E172, gold 23 k. 
Contains MILK, NUTS, SOY, PEANUTS. May 
contain traces of other NUT, gluten, EGG, 
sesame. Storage in a cool and dry place 
(16/23°C), away from heat sources. 
Traditional artisanal product. No preservalives 
used.

The products have a maturity of 90 days from the production day. The 
products have to be stored below 22ºC. 



Chocolate luxury
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